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Abstract
It is well known that the Mathieu series has a wide application in mathematics
science. In this paper, we use the elementary method and construct some new
inequalities to study the computational problem of the partial reciprocal sums related
to the Mathieu series and obtain an interesting inequality and a related identity.
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1 Introduction






(n + r) ,
where r is a real number with r > . Then he conjectured that S(r) < r . Now we call this
series the Mathieu series, and the conjecture is called the Mathieu conjecture. It has been
proved by Berg [].
Till now, theMathieu series has attracted increasing interest and attention in the number
theory community owing to the important applications in mathematics science (e.g., the
theory of elasticity of solid bodies [], the problem of rectangular plate [] and the close
connection with Riemann zeta function []).
In the past century, a great deal of mathematical eﬀorts in theMathieu series weremade
to estimate S(r) and its extended forms. Among these studies, one of the best approxima-
tions was established by Cristinel Mortici [] as follows:

r +  +

r
< S(r) < 
r +  +

r
for every r > ..
However, little research has been devoted to the partial reciprocal sums of the Mathieu
series. In this paper, we consider it based on the elementary method and some new in-
equalities. The partial reciprocal sums about other series have been considered by many
scholars as follows.
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Ohtsuka and Nakamura [] ﬁrst put forward the method of reciprocal sums to study the










Fn–, if n≥  is even;










Fn–Fn – , if n ≥  is even;
FnFn–, if n ≥  is odd,
where function [x] denotes the greatest integer ≤ x.
Xu and Wang [] studied a similar problem. They considered the inﬁnite sum of cubes







Moreover, Zhang andWang [] considered the computational problem of Pell numbers










Pn– + Pn–, if n≥  is even;
Pn– + Pn– – , if n≥  is odd,
where Pell numbers Pn are deﬁned by P = , P =  and Pn+ = Pn + Pn– for all integers
n≥ .
Some other results related to a recursive sequence, a recursive polynomial and their
promotion forms can also be found in references [–]; here we no longer list them one
by one.
Inspired by the above, we may naturally ask: for the part sums of reciprocal Mathieu
series, does there exist a beautiful evaluation formula? In other words, for any positive







To the best of our knowledge, no corresponding concern has been presented yet about
this problem. But we think this problem is interesting and meaningful because it depicts
other important qualities of theMathieu series, especially the asymptotic properties of its
part sums.
2 Results
The main purpose of this paper is to study this problem and draw our conclusions by
the elementary method and some new inequalities. That is, we shall prove the following
conclusions.
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Theorem Let r be a positive number.Then, for any positive integer k,wehave the estimate






(n + r) <

k – k + r .
In fact, Theorem  obtains an eﬀective approximation for the error term of the Mathieu
series. As an application of this conclusion, we have the following identities.
Theorem  For any positive integer k and positive number r, we have the following iden-
tities.






= k – k + r;











where c =  or .
In particular, taking k =  in Theorem , we may immediately deduce a crude estimation
of S(r). That is, we have the following.
Corollary For any positive number r, we have the estimate

r + 
< S(r) < r .
3 Several lemmas
Before approaching our theorems, we ﬁrst propose some fundamental lemmas.
Lemma  For any positive integer m, we have the inequality
m
(m + r) +
m + 
((m + ) + r)
> 
m – m + r + 
– 
(m + ) – (m + ) + r + 
.
Proof In fact, the inequality in Lemma  is equivalent to the inequality
m + m + mr + m + mr + m + mr + mr + m + r
(m + r)(m + m + r + )
> m + (m – m + r + )(m + m + r + ) . ()
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For simplicity, we let
f(m) =
(
m + m + mr + m + mr + m
+ mr + mr + m + r
)
× (m – m + r + )(m + m + r + ),
g(m) = (m + )
(
m + r
)(m + m + r + 
).
Then our problem reduces to proving f(m) > g(m). As





























r + r + r + r + 
)
m + r + r + r,





























r + r + r
)
m + r + r + r,
it follows that




















r + r + r + 
)
m + r + r.
Since f(m) – g(m) > , inequality () is correct.
This completes the proof of Lemma . 
Lemma  For any positive integer m, we also have the inequality
m
(m + r) +
m + 
((m + ) + r)
< m – m + r –

(m + ) – (m + ) + r .
Proof In fact, the inequality in Lemma  is equivalent to the inequality
m + m + mr + m + mr + m + mr + mr + m + r
(m + r)(m + m + r + )
< m + (m – m + r)(m + m + r + ) . ()




m + m + mr + m + mr + m + mr
+ mr + m + r
)
× (m – m + r)(m + m + r + ),
g(m) = (m + )
(
m + r
)(m + m + r + 
).
In such a case,























f(m) – g(m) <  infers that f(m) < g(m). Then inequality () follows.
This proves Lemma . 
Lemma  For any positive integer m, we have the inequality
m – 




m – m + r + 
– 
(m + ) – (m + ) + r + 
.
Proof In fact, the inequality in Lemma  is equivalent to the inequality
m – m + mr + m – mr – m + mr + mr + m – r
(m + r)(m – m + r + )




m – m + mr + m – mr – m
+ mr + mr + m – r
)
× (m + m + r + )(m – m + r + ),
g(m) = (m – )
(
m + r























r + r + r + 
)
m – r – r
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=
(




mr + mr + m – r




mr + mr + mr + m – r – r
)
.
Obviously, f(m) – g(m) is an increasing function. Let m = , then
f(m) – g(m) > f() – g() = r + r + r +  > .
Therefore, f(m) > g(m) and inequality () holds.
Hence the statement in Lemma  is proved. 
Lemma  For any positive integer m, we have the inequality
m – 
((m – ) + r) +
m
(m + r)
< m – m + r +  –

(m + ) – (m + ) + r +  .
Proof In fact, the inequality in Lemma  is equivalent to the inequality
m – m + mr + m – mr – m + mr + mr + m – r
(m + r)(m – m + r + )




m – m + mr + m – mr – m
+ mr + mr + m – r
)
× (m + m + r)(m – m + r + ),
g(m) = (m – )
(
m + r
)(m – m + r + 
).
Collecting the two equalities above, we obtain























= –(m – )m –
(










mr – mr – r
)
.
It is clear that f(m) – g(m) is a decreasing function. Supposem = , then
f(m) – g(m) < f() – g() = –r – r –  < .
Consequently, f(m) < g(m), inequality () is correct.
The proof of Lemma  is completed. 
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4 Proof of the theorem
In this section, we shall complete the proof of our theorems.









(n + r) +
n + 






n – n + r + 
– 
(n + ) – (n + ) + r + 
)
= 
m – m + r + 
. ()








(n + r) +
n + 






n – n + r –

(n + ) – (n + ) + r
)
= m – m + r . ()
Combining () and (), we may immediately deduce that






< m – m + r +  ,
which implies






< k – k + r +  . ()
Similarly, if k = m –  is an odd number, then from Lemmas  and  we acquire






< m – m + r +  ,
which means






< k – k + r +  . ()
Combining equations () and (), we get






(n + r) <

k – k + r . ()
This completes the proof of Theorem .
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k – k + r, if r is an integer;
k – k + [r] or k – k +  + [r], if r is not an integer,
for any real positive number r, which completes the proof of Theorem .
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